Press release

Chennai Metro Rail Station Management-Imported Machinery from Germany-Reg

As a part of Station Management measures, CMRL is introducing latest technology cleaning machineries from Germany. These machines will be used for cleaning and maintenance of Metro rail Stations which has cleaning of different types of floor, passenger amenities (Lifts & Escalators), Glass windows and rooms, etc. Special Ride-on cleaning machines, high Pressure water jet cleaning machines, wet/dry vacuum cleaners are some among them.

Apart from cleaning machineries, Composite machines are also planned to be used which converts station wastes (De-Gradable) in to usable manures. For this purpose, special Twin Bins (dust bins) marked with degradable and Non-degradable stickers are to be placed in each level of the stations. The waste collected will be segregated and moved to a location where a composite machine will process the wastes and convert them into manures. This manure will be used in CMRL station gardens and greeneries as a natural fertilizer. This initiative for clean and improved environment is taken by the CMRL.

To monitor and validate the station management process mentioned above, a Special Mobile application is introduced. Cleaning and Maintenance of each station can be monitored and validated by the CMRL officials on real time by data uploaded by each staffs for their respective works as per schedule.